Within the inverse mean field method solitons are taken to model elastic a+a collisions in a TDHF· like fashion. Attention is drawn to common points of this approach with TDHF. The analytical formula for the phase·shift within this approach yields a nice correspondence to experiment. § 1. Introduction
There are various approaches in field theory, elementary particle and nuclear physics that treat wavefunction/ density and potential/field on an equal footing .1),2) For nuclear physicists the theory of Fermi liquids with the nonlinear Dyson equation for the wavefunction as coupled with the nonlinear equation for the mass operator/potential is possibly the most prominent example.
2 ) short summary. In our model calculations the soliton solutions of the equations of Imefim are used as naive models for a-particles. Elastic (lD or 3D head-on) a+a collisions are to be discussed in a TDHF-like fashion which leads almost inevitably to some remarks related to TDHF in general and to the "exactly solvable Hartree-Fock equations" of Nogami and Warke 12 ) in particular. The phase-shifts resulting from Imefim are to be compared to the experimental ones to find out to what extent these model calculations may be used to understand realistic physical systems. § 2. The basic equations of Irnefim Historically, Schrodinger started the discussion of stationary quantum mechanical systems containing N bound states by the aid of the N equations (1) For problems involving time dependent potentials he suggested the use of at == a! at, etc. (2) By now it is beyond any doubts that (1) , (2) work extremely well when applied to a wide range of quantum mechanical problems. Even more, in a simplified way we may say that they are the roots of mod"ern quantum mechanics.
However, this formalism is tailored for point particles. To explore possible alternathies for a formalism of extended objects, it has been suggested to' go back to (1) to find out whether application of inverse methods to its solution is to provide us w.ith some useful information for the treatment of extended objects possessing internal structures! degrees of freedom.3) To facilitate the ensuing discussion (and to obtain at least partially analytical formulas) we consider from now on only 3D spherically symmetric systems.
Hence, (1) may --with the appropriate care and boundary conditions, e.g., r = x >0, --be reduced to the equations n=l, 2, ... , N;
where the ¢n(X) are via ¢n(X )== rXn( r) related to the radial wavefunctions Xn( r) of the 3D problem (1) with ¢n(X)==Xn(r)·8(e, ¢). The procedure leading from . (1) to (3) is discussed in most textbooks on quantum mechanics (see also Refs. 13), 14) ). For -oo:O;;x:O;;+oo Eq. (3) is just the 1D SchrOdinger equations.
The input data required for the solution of (3) .via inverse, methods are the N boundstate energy eigenvalues together with information on the continuous part of the energy spectrum. In general the wanted potential U(x) can only be obtained numerically. It is to contain contributions due to discrete, UN(X), and continuous, Uc(x) , parts of the spectrum. However, if we include only the self-interactions of the occupied ground-state levels in our considerations then we' obtain for U(x)= UN(X)+ Uc(x)~ UN(X) the analytical solution 3 ),7),15)
UN(X)= 2: UNAx)= 2: [-4./ -EjM ~pAx )]= -2Maxx[ln(det(F))]; pj(x )==¢/(x);
j=1 j=1 results. Hence, it appears indeed sensible to pursue the approach still further.
Fo(x )=00+./ fi(X )fj(x-}!
(/-Ei +./ -Ej ); h(x )=2./ -E j ·exp(2'/ -Ej!M ·x). (4)
1. Applications
It is readily appreciated that the potential U N(X) and the density P = 2:jp j are uniquely determined by the N energy eigenvalues En. Hence, the En are now to be taken from experiment to yield via (4) wavefunctions, shell-model potential, U sm = UN, and density p. But at this stage we had to realize that experiment yields the En only rather incomplete and in general with fairly large error bars. Therefore we had to pause to find a way for evaluating the En in a consistent and simple way. The hope was to get at least reasonable and complete sets of model En. Such considerations lead eventually to with the degeneracies ni = 2j + 1 (5) as the main formula facilitating together with Koopmans' theorem the evaluation of the single-particle spectra. 19 )
So far we calculated only the spectra for nuclei up to A=96. The results agree surprisingly well with experiment, i.e., they are no worse than the ones due to self-consistent HF calculations. (B(A) and B t are binding energy per nucleon and total binding energy, respectively, of the nucleus containing A nucleons.)
Since these spectra were obtained more recently, we did not yet manage to use them in (4) as we should do. However, Hefter, Hodgson and Mitropolsky did already some preliminary calculations within the simple model put forward by Hodgson et a1. 20 ) The results obtained so far look quite encouraging. Considering (4) in more detail, it is seen that each of the individual contributions UNj(X) exhibits the peculiar feature that its amplitude appears again in its formfactor.
This point is most clearly illustrated for N = 1 with Po == 1 -E/ 4M and
It is no problem to evaluate the respective (rms) radius to obtain
with M = 21 Me V / fm 2 for the relative radius of nuclei Ao and A. In (7) we identified the binding energy per nucleon, B(A) of (5), with the E occurring in (6). This is justified, since we are to use (6) in an averaged manner, for details see 8 In general the agreement of (8) with experiment is no worse than the one of full traditional HF calculations.
As The real central part, V, of the local optical model potential (for nucleon-nucleus scattering) is well known to be a function of the kinetic energy of the incident projectile, E p • It is generally believed that it is a reasonable approximation to write
where /(Ep ) contains the entire energy dependence and U(x, A)= Usm is the shell-model potential or self-interaction of the target nucleus (with mass number A). Hence, it is obvious that the UN = Usm evaluated in (4) should yield the most important contribution to the scattering potential V of (10) . A consistent and logic evaluation of the scattering potential V should therefore presumably start by evaluating the shell-model of the respective target nucleus which subsequently should be supplemented by contributions accounting for dynamical effects caused by the presence of the projectile. However, in general this is not the route followed. To our knowledge there are only two recent attempts trying to put such a program into practice. One adheres to the traditional HF approach as a starting point 22) while the other one is based on Imefim.
As might be taken from the above remarks related to the respective volume integrals per nucleon, these attempts are still at a rather initial stage; yet, the results obtained so far give rise to the hope that they might provide us with information not accessible via traditional approaches to the scattering problem. Further below we shall come back to the /(Ep ) as predicted by Imefim.
Summarizing we have seen that application of inverse methods to the nuclear boundstate problem yields the shell-model potential, UN of (4), ~hich does contain useful information related to nuclear (charge rms) radii, nuclear shell model and scattering potentials.
*) See also the references of Ref. 8).
Formal .aspects and dynamics
Before going over to the dynamics, let us have a second look at the above equations. Inserting the solution, UN of (4), of the Schrodinger equations (3) into our initial equations (3) we arrive at the 'nonlinear Schrodinger-type equations s=l, 2, "', N. (11) Introducing the one-column vector 1Jf (x) with its N elements /in == /in· \/-16EnM/ V0 2 they may be written in the compact form 18 ) (12) which is essentially the stationary (real, multicomponent) version of the famous nonlinear Schrodinger equation applied to a variety of problems in rather different branches of science. At first sight the nonlinearity of these equations appears a bit perturbing, but as, e.g., discussed in great detail in the nice book by Burt,9) the inclusion of the self-interactions (in a non-perturbative way) leads automatically to nQnlinearities. They are the signatures of the self-interactions, spatial extensions or internal structures of the objects considered. The traditional linear equations for point-particles are then recovered if one suppresses the self-interactions (see also Refs. 3a), 3c), 10), 11)).
As far as the dynamics are concerned, we would like to consider the simple case of head-on collisions in 3D corresponding essentially to 1D Schrodinger equations. But we do not want to postulate a specific time dependence for our extended objects as done by Schrodinger in the case of (2). And there is no need for doing so: Concentrating first on the time evolution for a conservative system (i.e., for a system in which the time dependence of the potential, U (x, t), does not give rise to time dependent energy eigenvalues), the knowledge of the x-dependence of U(x, t), i.e., (4), specifies uniquely the spatial operators of the wanted equation in U(x, t). The system of equations arrived at is given by n=l, 2, "', N,
Essentially this statement and in particular interrelation (3') and (13) are nothing new.
Neither is the point that at=En holds as long as the potential of (3') evolves according to (13) . Equation (13) with L;=l for all i is just the famous Korteweg-de Vries equation
(KdV) studied in great detail by many different groups, see, e.g., Refs. 23)~29) and the references found therein and in Refs. 3)~6). The version of the KdV given in (13) has been put forw~rd in 6b); the constants L; are determined by the condition that groups of solitons or all of them are to have the same speeds. But for the subsequent discussion we do not have to worry about this point. -Recently, it has been realized that Eq. (13) emerges even under more restrictive conditions: The x -dependence of the one-soliton solution, Ul(X), alone suffices to arrive at the r.h.s. of (13) leaving us only with some arbitrariness in the time evolution (Fuchssteiner, private communicatiori and to be published). The ambiguities in the time scaling are removed by the physical boundary conditions.
6b )
The general solution of (13), U(x, t), can only be obtained numerically. It contains dispersive waves, Uc(x, t), and N stationary waves with particle-like properties, i.e., solitons, UN(X, t). As might be inferred from the foregoing, the solutions of (13) coincide for t=O with the ones of the inverse problem. For example, UN(X, 0)= UN(X) with UNlx, t) given by (4) with a slightly different Ii, namely
The Vj are the speeds of the individual solitons and the UO j are their respective (asymptotic) amplitudes. The solitons of (13) collide purely elastically, because (3') and (13) depict by construction a purely conservative system. The only memory effect from collisions is a displacement or phase-shift (15) experienced by the i-th soliton due to its interaction with the j-th one (and vice versa for OJ with i and j interchangeq in (15». In §4, we shall us~ this relation to discuss colliding acparticles in terms of solitons.
Our field equation (13) is purely conservative and does not yet contain the effect of external (driving) forces. It has been suggested 3 ),4) to add in analogies to applications of (13) The proportionality factor e is for the time being determil1ed heuristically. As discussed in Refs. 3a), 4) (and in more detailed considerations still to be published) this energy dependence as predicted by Imefim yields very nice results when applied to the optical model potential, see (10) .
It may be of interest to note that there is a distinct difference between the time dependences of the traditional Schr6dinger equations, (2) , and of Imefim, (3') and (13): The usual time evolution of the Schr6dinger equation generated by H (x, t) = -Moxx + U(x, t) propagates particles (wavepackets) through a fixed potential while (13) propagates the potential U and its Schr6dinger operator as time evolves. § 3. TDHF and inverse mean field method (Imefim)
To make contact with the well established Hartree-Fock approach, let us write the exact nucleon-nucleon interaction, Vnn(Xi, x;), as the sum of a contact-interaction plus the rest L1 Vnn(X i, Xj): (17) Inserting Vnn into the Hartree equations, these may be written in the form (under the same proviso as applied to (3» .
where the symbol LlU(x) denotes the integral over the appropriately weighed LlVn n . For LlVnn=O and hence LlU(x )=0 (18) coincides with (11) as obtained within Imefim. Within HF, (11) is arrived at via the rather drastic assumption of contact interactions (which are, however, known to work nicely when used in the context of the famous Skyrme forces). Wihthin Imefim, (11) arises if one retains only the self-interactions of the occupied ground state levels and ignores possible contributions from the continuous spectrum, i.e., Uc=O.
Formal and numerical studies proved Uc=O to be an excellent approximation for most cases of interest.
3 ).7).13)_17)
Hence, it appears suggestive to infer that the mean field approach implied by Imefim might be more general than HF. Within the framework of local interactions this may be true, though the notion still has to stand its tests before being acceptable. However, if quantum mechanics is accepted to be a nonlocal theory (which is apparently not free of doubts 30 )) then the presently available technology associated with inverse methods is not yet able to tackle the problem. But recent results on (3D) "quasi-local" potentials 31 ) give rise to the hope that inverse methods might possibly be developed to such· a stage that they are able to cope with nonlocal potentials. Yet, given the present technology of inverse methods and the assumption of nonlocal potentials in nuclear physics (as largely accepted), it has to be stated that Imefim is apparently more restrictive than HF (but the removal of one of the presumptions might well change the situation).
A further point of note is that explicit consideration of internal degrees of freedom (spin up and down, i.e., Fermions) leads within Hartree-Fock to bound dimers (3D-numerical result; ID-analytical result) which are just the solitons of Imefim's field equation (13) , for details see Ref .. 32). The emerging conclusions are that the present formulation of Imefim is obviously incomplete, but that there are seemingly fair chances to extend the formalism towards a more detailed and complete description.
As stated above, we attempt here to model two a-particles by the aid of two-soliton solution of (13) . The corresponding Hamiltonian leading to Hartree equations with exactly the same structure is then
}=1 j<n (19) In their recent discussion of model calculations of a similar type N ogami and Warke 12 ) used such a Hamiltonian to arrive at the exactly solvable Hartree-Fock equations (20) [In Ref. 12) the wavenumber .; -E) M was also allowed to be a complex quantity; within our discussion of Imefim it is always real.]
The two cases they discuss are elastic a + a and a+. 12C collisions. Since the stationary versions of (20) and of Imefim are (for these Delta-interactions and solitons, respectively) identical to each other, (see (11) ), it is understood that different time evolutions that might exist (compare (20) to (11) with (13)) can only modify the speed of the process under considerations and not sequence and details. Hence, it is no surprise that the a + a collisions discussed in 12) are extremely close to the ones produced by Imefim (see § 4.1); thus we do not make any further reference to the respective discussion of Ref. 12 ). Yet, distinctions between the working/ interpretation of TDHF and Imefim will emerge when we come to the discussion of the phase-shifts arising within Imefim (they are not given by TDHF).
However, in the case of q + 12C scattering, the discussion of 12) leaves the reader with two open questions, which we are going to elaborate on in § 4.2. To pave the way for these comments let us reflect a bit on what is done in 12). Basically, the nucleus 12C is modelled in terms of two solitons with very different amplitudes. Before the collision, i.e., at t= -00, there is a completely symmetric density distribution for 12C; but at t= +00 one is left with an asymmetric distribution. It is indicated (i) that this behaviour contradicts the stereotyped soliton-soliton collision in which solitons emerge from collisions having the same shapes with which they entered; and it is speculated (ii) that the observed picture might possibly be understood in terms of excitations of vibrational states in the target nucleus 12C. -In §4.2, it will be shown that both notions have to be revised and that there is a very simple natural explanation. § 4. Elastic a+a collisions in terms of solitons This section is divided into three parts in which we discuss the dynamical description of a + a collisions, study (for 1= 0) the respective phase-shifts and attempt to provide an interpretation of the energy dependence or channel separation occurring within Imefim. The interpretation given here may possibly change a bit our understanding and the development of Imefim progress.
1. Dynamical description of a + a collisions
According to the concepts developed in §2, we should construct target and projectile on the basis of the experimentally entablished energy eigenvalues. But in these model calculations we are mainly interested in the general structure of the dynamics and its interpr,etation, thus for simplicity take two solitons as naive models for the colliding aparticles. The required two-soliton solution to be used for the calculations is then given by
U2(X, t)=-4M·(K1¢'#.1(X, t)+K2¢'#.z(X, t)),

¢21(X, t)=!2KIKr'cosh(K2(x-xo2-vzt))/D, ¢22(X, t)=!2K2Kr'sinh(Kl(x-xol-vd))/D,
In principle the static properties of the two model a-particles are determined by the constant M of (1) (with the reduced mass m=2, i.e., M=21/2 MeV·fm2) and their respective amplitudes UOi• But since we take only a two-soliton solution (and not U4) to model these nuclei, we cannot expect to get their radii correct. Hence, we "blow the solitons up" by using x/ 2Ra; Ra = 1.63 fm; instead of x. Now the slopes of the formfactors in the surface regions of the model nuclei will definitely be wrong; to compensate for this we increase the depths of the potential wells up to UOi=300 MeV (ct., §4.2). For a kinetic energy E crri=20 MeV of the projectile, soliton two (as to be discussed below this implies according to (16) Fig.l illustrates different stages of the scattering event corresponding to varying values of Xp =X02, which is taken to describe the relative separation between the two solitons representing our model a-particles (i.e., XT=XOI =0 fm). not only the two-soliton solution (full curves) but also the linear case, i.e., the formfactors of the two solitons are evaluated separately via (6) with the appropriate XOi (broken curves). It is nicely illustrated that the nonlinearity gives rise to a strong repulsion pushing the projectile back from -10 fm to -15 fm, i.e., no changes of parameters are (21) to (25) for E=20 MeV (cf. Eq. (16)). The broken curves correspond to separate one-soliton solutions evaluated via Eq. (6).
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involved. -As the two objects approach each other, the only apparent change for smaller separations, i.e. Xp= -2.5 fm, is that the tails of the two solitons start to overlap (see Fig. 1 . ®). However, at Xp= -0.5 fm we note a typical nonlinear feature: As the two solitons overlap even more, the smaller one is growing at the expense of the larger one. In Fig. 1 . @ the two seemingly interchanged their roles. The projectile is now at the right of the target which is left behind with a phase-shift of about 5 fm, compare the broken and full curves in Fig. 1 . @. -For a more detailed discussion/ picture of the collision process 5 ),23a) (and work still to be published) could be consulted. But in the present context it is sufficient to note that Fig. 1 represents (for the potential-bags/ -distributions of our model nuclei) almost exactly the same picture as the one given by the TDHF calculations of 12) for the evolution of the respective densities. In view of the content of § §2 and 3 that appears quite natural. (The densities of our a-particles are given by P21 == ¢~l and P22==¢~2.) Hence, the formal correspondence between Imefim and TDHF is in this simple case confirmed by the numerics, yet, in the next parts we are going to elaborate also on some differences between the two.
2. Evaluation and discussion of the phase-shifts
From Fig. 1 it is quite obvious that the scattering event gives rise to a phase-shift, 00, in the relative position of the projectile (the same holds also for the target). This is in line with Fig. 1 of Ref. 12) and also with the discussion of Ref. 5).. It is suggestive to assign to this phase-shift the same meaning as to the ones measured in a + a experiments (for 1=0) as, e.g., discussed in Ref. 33 ). However, traditionally these experimental phaseshifts are compared to theoretical ones as computed for the scattering of a (point-particle represented by a) wave incident on a potential well. Hence, an identification of the phase-shifts occuring, e.g., in Fig. 1 , as given by (15) , with the experimental ones would certainly imply a break in this tradition. However, bearing in mind that we intend to give a description for extended objects (and not for point-particles as done traditionally) we should not refrain from exploring the possibilities offered by Imefim.
From (15) we see that there might indeed be a connection with this notion and the traditional procedure: Leaving the target nucleus (with index j) unchanged and taking the limit of incident point-particle (i.e. Uo;--+=) the phase-shift given by (15) is seen to vanish, i.e., in the limit of an incident point-particle scattered by a finite potential distribution, (15) does not allow us to extract any information on the respective phase-shift. However, the traditional approach does. This limiting procedure indicates also that it is -within a description of extended objects -only consistent to use (15) instead of the conventional evaluation of phase-shifts; the latter makes only sense in the limit of pointparticles and possibly (?) for nucleon-nucleus scattering.
Let us proceed in a pragmatic way, i.e., we take (15) and adopt from 5a) the notion that the projectile's amplitude should according to (16) depend on its kinetic energy. The justification for this energy dependence and its interpretation are to be given in §4.3. Here, we only remark that this is at first sight a distinct contradiction with the understanding that the shapes of two a-particles are identical ones (i.e., that the running a-particle are just Galilean transformations of a-particles at rest). Looking at (15) it is seen that such an energy dependence of the amplitude has to be introduced if one intends to use (15), i.e., for identical amplitudes we get always infinity for the phase-shift. Let us first test this notion of U02 = Uop(Ep) in comparison to experiment and then in §4.3 try to give an a posteriori justification for it.
Wadati and Toda
24
) gave already a simple expression for the phase-shifts caused by general collisions of N solitons with each other. The rather unexpected result is that the total phase-shift is just the linear sum of terms corresponding to simple two-soliton collisions, i.e., the S-matrix for such a system factorizes.
2S )
For our case we need only the phase-shift due to a two-soliton collision as experienced by the projectile, see (15) . Combining (15) with the UdEp) for the projectile as implied by (16) 
with e=0.0027 MeV-1 (see (16». The energy dependence of the phase-shift is entirely determined by the one implied by (16) . Since M (which is to be multiplied by 4Ra 2 , see §4.1) is fixed, we treat the amplitude Uo as a fit parameter to normalize the resulting curve to the experimental data. This leads to the value of Uo= Uoi =300 MeV given in §4.1 and to the curves displayed in Fig. 2 . The correspondence of the full curve to experiment is surprisingly good. But in view of the fact that the amplitude Uo has been treated as (the only) adjustable parameter, the nice agreement accomplished in Fig. 2 should not be taken too serious. Yet, it certainly does give some additional weight to the notion that Imefim might turn out to be a useful complement to the traditional TDHF method. The broken and dotted curves in Fig. 2 are included to demonstrate the sensitivity of the results to the actual values of R = Ra and of the amplitude V = Uo (which are naturally interrelated since the magnitude of 8p is proportional to 2R/2M/Uo).
An objection which may be raised at this point is that the experimental s-wave scattering of a-particles shows, e.g., a resonance at 0.095 MeV; in addition to that 8p should go to zero for Ep=O MeV. None of these two points is catered for by (26)! -Do we have to conclude that this description of the phase-shifts for extended objects is wrong? No, but it is obviously incomplete, a point which is already obvious from the discussion of §2: (13) which gives rise to the phase-shift formula (16) is only a conservative equation and it does in no way contain the effects of binding and surface tension (e.g., in terms of fluid dynamics). This situation is noLchanged when we take the energy dependence into account by adding the term h(Ep)U in (13) . Hence, relation (26) has to fail for very low energies; a seeond point is that we modelled the two a-particles in terms of two solitons thus explicitly prohibiting internal excitations and resonances. But it would be wrong to conclude that our model contains only repulsive effects; the nonlinearity does give rise to a repulsion, but as displayed in Fig. 1 , we have two attractive potentials that approach each other, hence, there must also be an attractive component.
Before going over to an interpretation of the energy dependence, let us return for a moment to the TDHF calculations of 12) for the case of a+ 12 C, see the remarks given in the last part of §3. -The point is that the nucleus 12C is modelled by two solitons with very different amplitudes (I.e., their values in arbitrary units are :23.6 and :21, while the amplitude of the projectile is 0.84). They are not bound together by an interaction or force, but they are simply given exactly the same spatial coordinates (I.e., XOl=X02=0). Under such conditions solitons (of the KdV and of the related Schrodinger equation) are well known to give rise to a bell-shaped formfactor. (15) yields the values -3.35 and -0.35 for the phase-shifts experienced by the smaller and larger "lumps" of the target, respectively. Having a look at Fig. 1 of 12 ) these values are found to yield indeed the correct explanation for the depicted behaviour. -Returning to the two points mentioned at the end of §3, it is thus understood that the numerical results of Ref. 12 ) and in particular of Fig. 1 given therein do not contradict the typical soliton behaviour and they do not require an explanation in terms of vibrational states/ excitations, etc. They are fully understood in terms of a simple phase-shift analysis.
3. Interpretation of the energy dependence of Imefim
Let us consider the conventional local optical model potential for nucleon-nucleus scattering. The depth of its real central part, V, and its volume integral per nucleon are both well established to be decreasing functions for increasing projectile energies, d., also the discussion of (9), (10) . At the same time the contributions to the imaginary part of the scattering potential rise. The accepted interpretation of the latter is that part of the incident flux is removed from the elastic channel into inelastic ones. It would be wishful that conventional approaches provide us with a qualitatively and quantitatively correct description of the details in the behaviour of real and imaginary potentials (left alone a consistent description of both of them simultaneously).
In 3a) and work still to be published the problem has been discussed in the context of Imefim. Here (i.e., also of the term h(Ep )' U is included) one knows that the volume integral over the potential is a conserved quantity. However, according to (16) and to experience, the contributions to the real (soliton) part have to be reduced with increasing E p • It has been suggested to identify the removed contributions with the (volume part of the) imaginary terms of the scattering potential; the ensuing comparison with phenomenological data and dispersion curves speaks unambiguously in favour of the suggested interpretation. In spite of the fact that more detailed investigations are required to confirm this notion, let us adopt the working hypothesis that it is justified. -Then it has to be inferred that with increasing projectile energy the portion ofintensity / ground-state density / flux/ shell-model potential, which actively partiCipates in the elastic scattering event, is diminished with increasing E p , i.e., part of it is removed from the elastic exit channel to inelastic ones. For the imaginary potential such an interpretation is fully in line with the generally accepted one. What is new here is the direct connection with the real potential.
Applying these notions to the dynamical collisions of extended objects, there are two alternative explanations: In the incident channel the projectile (for a + a scattering) is indeed just a Galilean transformation of the target which is assumed to be at rest. However, due to the collisions with the target nuclei, part of the incident flux is removed from the elastic channel. Since our model nuclei are (in the probabilistic sense) representing the situations in the respective channels, the picture in the elastic exit channel must be different. The notion emerging by itself from the application of (15) is that the splitting into several exit channels is in a global, macroscopic manner catered for by the energy dependence of the projectile (or target). The above explanation does in no way make explicit use of a specific interpretation of quantum mechanics, e.g., the Copenhagen one or the stochastic one. Yet, it is obviously fully in line with the former. However, withiri the stochastic approach to quantum mechanics (see, e.g., Ref. 10) and the references given therein and in Ref. 3a) ) the emerging picture is even more straightforward. From the ensemble of different states (i.e., ground and excited states) of the nuclei in the exit channel, relation (15) picks (in a macroscopic fashion) only that fraction, which generates effectively the elastic interactions. In a global way that is accomplished by the respective energy dependence.
Both interpretations necessitate slight deviations from the traditional way of thinking, a point which may make it somewhat difficult to accept them. In addition to that we have to admit that they are tentative ones, i.e., a better understanding of the collsions of extended objects with each other may well lead to quantitative modifications of them (e.g., due to the missing surface effects, see §4.2).
We refer to the reduction of the flux in the exit channels as a "channel splitting" or "channel separation", because it implies that the incident flux is split up/ separated into different portions belonging to elastic and inelastic exit channels, respectively. It assigns. a very direct and pictorial meaning to the usual jargon referring to differeI1t reaction channels". And it constitutes a distinct deviation from the traditional picture adhered to within TDHF. § 5. Summary
The basic features of the (conservative version of the) inverse mean field method (Imefim) as a dynamical approach to extended objects have been recalled. Attention has been drawn to the points that Imefim yields useful information related to the (energy dependence and volume integral per nucleon of the) optical model potential and that its stationary version is equivalent to the stationary Hartree equations (in 1D with two-body Skyrme interactions).
Model calculations for a + a collisions within Imefim yield basically the same picture as obtained within TDHF. But in contrast to TDHF (where no phase-shifts are evaluated), the analytical phase-shift formula available within Imefim yields (at present still with one adjustable parameter) a very nice correspondence to the experimental data for s-wave scattering. It explains also in a simple and consistent way some -at first contradictory -results of TDHF calculations previously discussed in the literature. 12 ) An interpretation of the energy dependence of Imefim is given showing that it is consistent with the traditional one of the optical model (and, of course, also with the notion of an energy dependent effective mass within TDHF and the one of an energy dependent mass operator within the theory of Fermi liquids). Applied to dynamical collisions of extended objects it gives rise to a channel splitting, separating the incident . flux into portions belonging to elastic and inelastic exit channels, respectively. This is a drastic deviation from the traditional picture adhered to within TDHF. For Imefim's time dependence the same seems to hold, it appears to be closer to the spirit of field theoretical approaches and to the one of the Fermi theory.
Summarizing, we have drawn attention to the interrelation of Imefim with TDHF, discussed the elastic scattering of extended model nuclei and elaborated on some novel features of Imefim. Our conclusions are that this approach seems to provide a feasible alternative contrasting the traditional way of thinking and that it deserves further attention to explore its possibilities and the limits of its applicability.
